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la. What Ismeant by distributed computersystem1
b. Describe and discuss the key merits of distributed, computing.
c. Whatare the major drawbacl\sofdistributed processing?
d. What ismeant bVprocess migration and what are its advantage?

b. In a certain scientific computations it is necessmy to perform tile arithmetic operation
(Ai+Bj)(C+D;)witha stream ofmunbcrs. Specify a pipeline configuration to carry out
this task. List the contents of all registers in the pipeline for i=l through 6.

1. How many product terms are there in each inner product ann hmv many inner
products must be evaluated?

11. Bow many muJt.iply~add opera.tions, are needed to calcu.late t.he product matrix?

b. Draw a space time diagram·for a six segment pipeline showing the tinle it takes to
process eight tasks.

c. Determine the number of clock cycles that it takes to process 200 tasks in a six segment
pipeline.



1. Vector Processing
11. Vector operations
lll. Memory Interleaving
iv. Supercomputers
v. Array Processor

6a A non pipeline system. takes sOns to process a task. The same task can be processed in a
six-segment pipeline \vlt.h a clock cycle of] Ons..Detemlinetlle speedup ratio of the pipeline for
100 tasks. What is the ma.ximum speed up that can.be achieved?

b. The pipeline of the figurcbelow 1l3St!lC followin.gpropagation times: 40ns for the
operands to be read from memory into registers R 1 and R2, 45ns for the signal to propagate
through the multiplier,. Sns for the transfer into -R3.,and J 5ns to add the two numbers into R5.

a What is the minimum clock cycle time that can be used,?
b. Anonpipelinesystem C2nperformthesameopemtionby removing R3 and R4. How long

will it take to multiply and..add the operands without using the pipeline?
c. Calculate the speed up Oft11C pipeline for lOta.<;;ksatld again for] 00 tasks.
d. What is the ma."imum speed up that can be achieved?

I
R4 =.J


